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Abstract. The study describes how in Lithuania (mostly in Vilnius) during some past decades a new trend of investi
gations in structural mechanics thanks to Aleksandras Cyras' (1927-2001) research and organisational activities has 
been developed. The main distinguished features of the trend are: application of mathematical programming, and espe
cially the duality theory, to the optimization of elastic-plastic and other structures, formulation of mathematical models 
of structural mechanics problems, elaborating algorithms and programmes for their solution. The advantages of the 
research results are shown, a large information concerning the publication of the results and the evolution of investiga
tions initiated by A. Cyras are presented. 

Keywords: structural mechanics in Lithuania, structural optimization, elastic-plastic structures, strain hardening, shake
down, mathematical programming. 

1. Sources of structural mechanics in Lithuania 

The beginnings of mechanics as science are asso
ciated with Vilnius University founded in 1579. During 
the first two centuries of the University's existence me
chanics was taught as a part of physics. In 1780, by the 
order of Rector M.Poczobutt the Department (Chair) of 
Applied Mechanics was established. The list of the lec
tures delivered by its teachers included the mechanics of 
solids and liquids. However, the science of mechanics 
could be developed in Lithuania of those days, especial
ly after closing the University by czarist authorities in 
1832, only by individuals. The engineering and research 
activities of two former students of Vilnius University -
N. Jastrz~bski (1808-1874) and S. Kerbedis (1810-1899) 
should be mentioned. In 1837, N. Jastrz~bski compiled 
"The course of practical mechanics" (in Russian). It was 
the first study guide of practical mechanics in the higher 
schools of Eastern Europe. 

Though science, and especially mechanics, is inter
national by its nature, the development of structural me
chanics in Lithuania was effected negatively by the loss 
of Vilnius University (because of a political confusion 
in Europe in the first part of the 201h century the capital 
Vilnius with its region was deprived of Lithuania). Only 
the nation capable to give the young generation an aca
demic education can regard itself with self-esteem. In 

the independent Lithuania (though without Vilnius Uni
versity) the science of structural mechanics was revived 
at Lithuanian University founded in Kaunas on 16 of 
February 1922 (from 7 of June 1930, Vytautas Magnus 
University). By the decision of Lithuanian Seimas (Par
liament) on 12 April 1922, the Division of Civil Engine
ering (at the Technical Faculty) with the Department 
(Chair) of Structural Mechanics was established. The first 
head of the Department was appointed Associate Profes
sor Kazimieras Vasiliauskas (1879-1957) [1-5]. Having 
become Professor in 1930, K. Vasiliauskas ran the De
partment (which changed its name several times) up to I 
September 1957 [6]. 

Dates of Lithuanian 
Structural Mechanics departments: 

12 April 1922: establishment of the Dept of Structural Mecha
nics at Lithuanian University in Kaunas; 

12 April 1922 - 7 June 1930: this Dept is part of Lithuanian 
University Technical Faculty Civil Engineering Division; 
7 June 1930 - 15 August 1940: it is part of Vytautas Mag
nus University (VMU) Technical Faculty; 

September 1945- 1 September 1947· Dept of Structural 
Statics of VMU, 1 September 1947 - 15 December 1950. 
Dept of Structural Mechanics at Civil Engineering Faculty 
ofVMU; 
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15 December 1950 - 1 July 1962: Dept of Structural Mecha
nics at Kaunas Polytechnic Institute (KPI) Hydrotechnical 
Faculty; 

16 March 1962: alongside the Dept of Structural Mechanics, 
in its base the Dept of Strength of Materials was establis
hed (from 1993 on, the Dept of Deformable Solids of Kau
nas University of Technology); 

Up to 1972 at the KPI Vilnius Division: the Dept of Mecha
nics where a group of specialists in structural mechanics 
was being formed; 

13 June 1976: at the Vilnius Civil Engineering Institute (Vil
niaus inzinerinis statybos institutas, VISI), after transfer
ring a part of the KPI specialists, the activities of the Dept 
of Structural Mechanics were enlarged here; consequently, 
the Dept of Structural Mechanics at KPI was closed. 

1 August 1976: alongside the Dept of Structural Mechanics, 
in its base the Dept of Strength of Materials was establis
hed. Both Depts continue their activities after reorganising 
(in 1990) the VISI into the Vilnius Technical University 
(VTU). 

For a long time, even up to 1950, the only research 
works in Lithuanian on structural mechanics were 12 
articles by Prof K. Vasiliauskas published in journals 
"Technika" (Kaunas) and "Technische Mechanik" (Stoc
kholm) [7]. K. Vasiliauskas published the monograph 
"The method of circle in statics" (1929), study guide 
"Elementary course of strength of materials" (1935). La
ter, in 1953, K. Vasiliauskas' manual "Principles of struc
tural statics" appeared; it has influenced a more rapid 
development of structural mechanics in Lithuania [7]. 
Thus Corresponding member of Lithuanian Academy of 
Sciences K. Vasiliauskas (1946) can be regarded as the 
initiator of strength of materials and classical stuctural 
mechnics in the Independent Lithuania [8, 9]. 

In such a context the future Academician of Lithu
anian Academy of Sciences Aleksandras Cyras ( 1927-
2001) started his activities as researcher. After gradua
ting with honours (in 1950) from the Vytautas Magnus 
University (the Faculty of Civil Engineering) and acqui
ring the Diploma of civil engineer, he began PhD stu
dies and in 1954 defended his Doctoral thesis "Investi
gation into building frame structures by the optical met
hod" (scientific supervisor Prof K. Vasiliauskas). Up to 
1960 the list of his scientific publications is not large -
some twenty articles and writings (Appendix I) [10]. He 
was a co-author of the manual ( 1959) on strength of ma
terials [11]. Real efforts leading the future researcher to 
the developing of a new research trend were started about 
1960. It is considered that namely at that time Vilnius, 
the KPI Vilnius Division, administered by Assoc Prof Doc
tor A. Cyras became the research centre of Lithuanian 
structural mechanics. A large group of researchers inves
tigating structural mechanics problems worked there. 

2. Structural mechanics in Vilnius 

Practically all the research, pedagogical and organi
sational activities of Academician Aleksandras Cyras as 

the founder of the Vilnius Civil Engineering Institute 
(VISI) and its first Rector is closely connected with Vil
nius [12-14], at first with the Vilnius Branch of Kaunas 
Polytechnic Institute (VB KPI). In 1958, he became the 
first regular teacher of the academic staff there. In 1960, 
wh~n the VB KPI became the KPI Evening Faculty, 
A.Cyras was appointed its Dean. Since 1961, when ins
tead of the KPI Evening Faculty, the Vilnius Division 
of KPI was established with its full-time and part-time 
studies, he performed the duties of a Vice-Rector. Besi
des, A.Cyras was an initiator of establishing the first (in 
Vilnius) higher technical school - the Vilnius Civil En
gineering Institute (VISI, now Vilnius Gediminas Tech
nical University, VGTU); in addition, he was its Rector 
of many years' standing (1969-1990). As the administ
rator, A.Cyras did much for strengthening the material 
base of the VIS!, when building new premises for te
aching and research, when recruting a creative and pro
ductive research and teaching staff. In 1972, on the ba
sis of the existing Dept of Mechanics he established the 
Dept of Structural Mechanics and was its Head up to 
September 1, 1987. After closing the Dept of Structural 
Mechanics at KPI in 1974, the Dept of Structural Me
chanics of VIS! became the continuer of history and de
eds of the Dept of Structural Mechanics established in 
1922 at Kaunas University [3, 5, 8, 9]. 

A. Cyras linked far-sightedly the future develoment 
of structural mechanics with modem applied mathema
tics and computing technology. He was the first in East
em Europe and former USSR to start using methods of 
mathematical programming for optimizing structures. In 
1965, he maintained the thesis of Doctor Habil degree 
based on some new approaches: "Methods of mathema
tical programming for designing elastic-plastic one-dimen
sional systems" [15] (it should be mentioned that the 4th 

part of the thesis was sagaciously devoted to the develo
ping and prospective trend of mechanics, namely sto
chastic methods of designing and optimizing the elastic
plastic systems). A. Cyras became Professor in 1968. At 
the Vilnius Division of KPI, by his efforts a group of 
young researchers for solving mechanical problems was 
rallied: J. Barauskas, R. Baronas (1941-1999), A. Bor
kauskas (A.Borkowski), A. Cizas, H. Gylys, V. Zakare
viCius, etc. From several points of view, under different 
conditions they analysed the optimization of elastic-plastic 
bar (beam, frame, truss) systems. In the works of struc
tural mechanics researchers moved from KPI as 
P. Baublys, A. Krutinis, A. Senuta, (a little later L.Lin
dBas ), the calculation of structures on elastic foundation 
and the stability of bar systems were investigated by met
hods of mathematical programming. 

Having accumulated some experience in formula
t~ng and solving particular problems, theoretical ques
ttons of optimizing not only bar systems but also plates 
and shells were analysed. A considerable contribution has 
been made into the optimization theory of elastic-plastic 
structures, the practical application of mathematical pro
gramming methods, the development of algorithms by a 
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Fig 1. Deformable body optimization research initiated by A. Cyras 

large group of A. Cyras' disciples, namely J. Nagevi
cius, R. Karkauskas, J. Atkociunas, S. Kalanta, S. Ma
fuolis (1934-1989), V. Dulman, K. Vislavicius, R. Ka
cianauskas, V. Skarzauskas, L. Rimkus, L. Ciupaila, 
A. Sokas, A. Daniiinas, N. Zukas, R. Fliotoviene (R. Ka
zakeviciiite-Makowska), R. Bau~ys, A. Norkus, S. Va
lentinavicius, as well as Prof A. Cizas and his disciples: 
V. Kamaitis, S. Stupak, M. Suk~ta, A. Komka, J. Medz
vieckas (Appendixes 2, 3). Problems of synthesis of op
timal pin-jointed structures and other mechanical aspects 
were investigated by Prof D. Maciulevicius (1928-1998) 
and his disciples A. Ciucelis, A. Kuzmickas, R. Nogis, 
P. Baradokas, R. Belevicius, R. Kutas, etc. The listed 
groups are united by the research goal (optimization) and 

Table 1. Monographs of A. Cyras and his disciples 

No 

methodology (mathematical programming) ([ 16-19], 
Fig 1). An interesting result of A. Cyras' investigations 
is developing in 1971 the theory of optimization of elas
tic locking body [10]; A.Borkauskas and his disciple 
P. Cyras investigated this item as well. 

Up to 1996 A. Cyras compiled about 180 articles 
([10, 17-19], Appendixes 1, 4). The first monography 
by A. Cyras "Methods of linear programming for analy
sis of elastic-plastic structures" [20] can be regarded as 
an example of a successful substantiation of a compara
tively young research branch, namely the application of 
mathematical programming to optimization of structures. 
Prof A. Cyras has written 8 monographs (Table 1). 
Through them the achievements of Lithuanian researchers 

Monography 

I. Cyras A. Methods of linear programming for calculations of elastic-plastic structures. Leningrad: Strojizdat, 1969. 199 
p. (in Russian). 

2. Cyras A. Theory of optimization in limit analysis of a solid deformable body. Vilnius: Mintis, 1971. 124 p. (in Russian) 

3. Cyras A., Borkowski A., Karkauskas R. Theory and methods of elastic-plastic structures. Leningrad: Strojizdat, 1974. 
280 p. (in Russian). 

4. Cyras A. Optimization theory in the design of elastic-plastic structures. Structural optimization: C/SM courses and 
lectures, 1975, No 237. Berlin: Springer-Verlag, p. 81-150. 

5. Cyras A. Optimization problems in theory of plasticity. Duality and complementarity in mechanics of solids. Wroclaw, 
1979, p. 95-172. 

6. Cyras A. Mathematical models for the analysis and optimization of elastic-plastic structures. Vilnius: Mokslas, 1982. 
112 p. (in Russian). 

7. Cyras A. Mathematical models for the analysis and optimization of elastoplastic structures. Chichester: Ellis Horwood 
Limited, 1983. 121 p. 

8. Borkowski A. Analysis of skeletal structural systems in the elastic and elastic-plastic ranges. Warsaw-Poznan, 1985. 
200 p. (in Polish); PWN-Elsevier, 1988. 200 p. (in English). 

9. Atkociiinas J. Design of elastic-plastic systems under repeated loading. Vilnius: Science and encyclopaedic publishing 
house, 1994. 148 p. (in Russian). 

10. Cyras A., Fliotoviene R. Theory of locking. Vilnius: Technika, 1995. 76 p. (in Russian). 

II. Kacianauskas R. Computer methods in multi-level modelling of beams and shells. Vilnius: Technika, 1995. 396 p. 
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concerning the optimization theory of structures have be
come known and acknowledged in Great Britain, Italy, 
the USA, Poland, former USSR countries, Germany, etc. 
A. Cyras delivered lectures on the theory and methods 
of the deformable body and structural optimization at 
the International Centre of Mechanics in Udine (Italy), 
some foreign universities. In 1980 he was elected Cor
responding member of Lithuanian Academy of Sciences, 
in 1985 Member of LA of Sciences. In 1985 he became 
Honorary Doctor of Weimar Higher School of Const
ruction and Architecture. He was also elected foreign 
member of: Polish Academy of Sciences ( 1994 ), the Po
lish society of theoretical and applied mechanics (1982), 
Russian national committee of theoretical and applied me
chanics (1985). He was member of editorial boards of 
some international periodicals of mechanics: "Mechani
cal Research Communications" (USA), "Prikladnaja mek
hanika" ("Applied Mechanics", Ukraine), "Stroitelnaja 
mekhanika i raschet sooruzhenij" ("Structural Mechanics 
and Computation of Structures", Russia). 

A research school is acknowledged if it publishes 
systematically the results of its investigations in widely 
known journals. A. Cyras and A. Cizas were initiators 
of publishing "Lithuanian Proceedings in Mechanics" 
(LPM), some issues of which also used to appear for 
some time under additional headings (Table 2). This jour
nal was being spread in many countries. Because of po
or publishing conditions, the LPM issues used to appear 
later than it was written on the title page [21 ], but the 
scientific ideas and research results, though proclaimed 

Table 2. Titles of "Lithuanian Proceedings in Mechanics" 
volumes in 1978-1989 

Vol19 Mathematical Analogues and Algorithm; for 
Problems of Applied Mechanics, 1978 

Vol20 Optimization in Structural Mechanics, 1979 

Vol21 Structural Dynamics and Strength, 1979 

Vol22 Mathematical Analogues and Algorithm; for 
Design ofDefurmable Structures, 1980 

Vol23 Engineer Problems in Applied Mechanics, 1981 

Vol24 Formulating and Solving Problems of 
Structural Mechanics, 1981 

Vol25 Dynamics and Strength of Machines and 
Structures, 1982 

Vol26 Problems of Theoretical and Applied 
Mechanics, 1983 

Vol27 Applied Mechanics and Optimization, 1984 

Vol28 Investigations in Structural Strength and 
Dynamics, 1986 

Vol29 Solution Methods for Problems of Structural 
Mechanics, 1987 

Vol30 Theoretical and Applied Problems of 
Mechanics, 1988 

Vol31 Mechanics of Deformable Structures, 1989 

a little later, were met attentively not only in Lithuania. 
Many Lithuanian scientists were among the permanent 
contributors of the journal, and they represented, of cour
se, different branches of research (Table 3). Published 
for a long time in Russian (with additional Lithuanian 
and English summaries), the issue No 33 published in 
English (in 1994) represented a new trend in Lithuanian 
scientists' cooperation. After the research periodicals in
tegration by Science Council of Lithuania, the LPM stop
ped to be published and the results of mechanical inves
tigations could be found in journals "Statyba" ("Civil En
gineering") and "Mechanika" (Prof A. Cyras was among 
the members of editorial boards of these periodicals, too). 
The "Lithuanian Proceedings in Mechanics" contributed 
much to the propagation of the ideas of Vilnius' school 
of optimizational structural mechanics and their interna
tional recognition. 

The application of mathematical programming to 
structural optimization appeared to be successful [22]. 
In 1969, a large scientific conference was convened (with 
many representatives from research centres of the for
mer USSR) in Vilnius for discussing the application of 
mathematical programming for computing optimal struc
tures. Under the guidance of Prof A. Cyras, further in
ternational conferences on problems of optimization and 
reliability in structural mechanics took place in Vilnius 
(in 1967, 1971, 1974, 1977, 1979, 1983 and 1988). The 
Dept of Structural Mechanics of Vilnius Gediminas Tech
nical University (VGTU), following the VISI traditions, 
supervises now the section "Structural optimization and 
new design methods" at the international conference 
"New building materials, structures and techniques". This 

Table 3. Subject areas of the LPM papers 

Subject area 

Mathematical programming for the 
structural analysis . . . . . . . .... 

Structural optimization: 

General items . . . . . . . . . 

Elastic behaviour . . . .... 

Plastic behaviour . . . . . .. 

Creeping ........... . 

Mechanical analysis of structural 
members: 

Statics ............. . 

Dynamics ........... . 

Mechanics of structures in a liquid 

Mechanics of fracture . . . . . . . . 

Experimental investigations, 
mechanical properties of materials . . 

Analysis and design of mechanisms .. 

Other .................. . 

Number of published 
papers in volumes 

1-10 

26 

3 

24 

19 

9 

2 

6 

2 

19 

I 

5 

11-20 

10 

7 

23 

3 

12 

II 

8 

5 

12 

9 

21-33 

21 

2 

6 

20 

3 

34 

10 

9 

9 

2 

32 

23 
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conference in Vilnius is being organised (since 1991) by 
the Faculty of Civil Engineering. 

Under the supervision of Academician A. Cyras 27 
Doctoral theses have been maintained. His eight colla
borators and disciples became Habilitation Doctors: 
D. Maciulevicius, A. Ci.zas, A. Borkauskas, R. Belevi
cius, R. Kacianauskas, J. AtkoCiunas, M. Leonavicius, 
R. Bausys (Table 4). In Vilnius, some general trends of 
research on mechanics of solid deformable body have 
emerged under the guidance of Academician A. Kudzys, 
Prof D. Maciulevicius (1928-1999), Prof A. Cizas. So
me of them, especially their ties with the theory of opti
mization of solid deformable body developed by A. Cy
ras will be discussed in detail further. 

For a long time (1969-1991) there existed at the 
VIS! Dept of Structural Mechanics the Laboratory of 
Structural Mechanics [23, 24] which performed valuable 
commissioned research (Appendix 5). The research items 
carried out by the members of Dept of Structural Me
chanics were included in the complex research of 1980-
1985 programme of the former USSR under the title 
"Suggestions concerning the selection of design diagrams 
and methods for mass construction buildings and struc
tures" [25]. These suggestions of Vilnius investigators 

Table 4. Habilitation theses in structural mechanics 

No Author Habilitation thesis Date 

I. A. Cyras Methods of mathematical 1965 
programming to analysis 
of elastic-plastic one-
dimensional systems 

2. D. Maciulevicius Methods of mathematical 1969 
programming in the 
problems of truss systems 

3. A. Ci:Zas Theory and methods for 1974 
design of optimal elastic-
-plastic strain-hardening 
structures 

4. A. Borkowski Mathematical 1978 
programming in problems 
of non-linear statics 

5. R. Belevicius Computer algebra in 1994 
finite element method 

6. R. Kacianauskas Computer methods in 1996 
multilevel modelling of 
beams and shells 

7. J. AtkoCiiinas Design of elastic-plastic 1996 
systems under repeated 
loading 

8. M. Leonavicius Cyclic fracture strength 2000 
and shakedown of 
threaded joints and 
connected elements 

9. R. Bausys Quality assessed finite 2000 
element analysis for 
structural dynamic and 
acoustic problems 

were added to the Recommendations for designing buil
ding structures compiled for practical purposes by the 
USSR Central Institute for Building Construction Rese
arch in Moscow. 

The Laboratory of Structural Mechanics where in
vestigations into materials cyclic strength took place was 
later transferred to the Dept of Strength of Materials gui
ded by Prof A. Cizas [26, 27]. On the base of its struc
ture, the Research laboratory for strength mechanics has 
been established (supervised by Prof M. Leonavicius). 

The Head of the Dept of Structural Mechanics (of 
VIS!) Prof A. Cyras was an active propagator of new 
scientific ideas among students, the future engineers. Two 
articles published by him (1968, 1969) and dealing with 
the duality in the problems of structural mechanics, elas
ticity and plasticity [28, 29] have disclosed a new view
point on problems of structural mechanics and elasticity 
theory, as well as on the methods of teaching them. Ba
sed on extremal energy principles, the problems of 
strength design of elastic and elastic-plastic systems are 
formulated here in a dual form. The theory of convex 
programming duality is applied for it. Different condi
tions of structural design, different loading cases are ana
lysed. Prof A. Cyras has distinguished himself by a clear 
pedagogical talent. Unfortunately, the administrative and 
research activities connected with large work loads, fre
quent trips did not allow him to deliver lectures continu
ally. It should be noted his constant worry: what things 
are the most urgent today, what subjects should be the 
future engineers taught? Thanks to Rector A. Cyras' ini
tiatives and persistence, the VIS! was orientated 30 years 
ago to a very large application of computers in teaching 
process (here an important role of Dept of Applied Mat
hematics and Mechanics administrated by Prof D. Ma
ciulevicius should be mentioned). A. Cyras directed per
sonally the efforts to restructure the curricula of structu
ral mechanics and the teaching methodology. Today we 
could say that he fostered the seedlings of an informa
tional society. 

Prof A. Cyras used to write and publish study gui
des on modem structural mechanics for Bachelor, Mas
ter and Doctoral students (Table 5). The acknowledge
ment of efforts of the Dept of Structural Mechanics (of 
VISI) for introducing the theory of structural optimiza
tion and methods into academic studies can be the sylla
bus of structural mechanics of the former USSR [30]. In 
this syllabus, the list of the main reference items inclu
des the books of the VIS! scientists: A. Cyras, A. Bor
kauskas, R. Karkauskas [31 ]. A group of researchers of 
the Dept of Structural Mechanics of VTU - A. Cyras 
(scientific supervisor), R. Karkauskas, A. Krutinis, J. At
kociiinas, S. Kalanta, J. NageviCius - were awarded in 
1993 Lithuanian State Prize for a complex of computeri
sed study guides of structural mechanics. 

For the application of mathematical methods in struc
tural mechanics Academician A. Cyras was awarded the 
prize of B. Galorkin (1968), Lithuanian State Prizes 
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Table 5. Textbooks in Structural Mechanics and Strength of 
Materials written by academic staff of VIS! (VGTU) 

No Manual 

I. Cizas A., Virsilas V., Zekevicius J. Problems of 
strength of materials with solutions and comments. 
Vilnius: Mokslas, 1985, 278 p.; 2-nd edition- Vilnius: 
TEV, 2000, 295 p. (in Lithuanian) 

2. Cyras A. Structural mechanics. Theory and algorithms. 
Moscow: Strojizdat, 1989. 225 p. (in Russian) 

3. Cyras A. Structural Mechanics. Vilnius: Mokslas, 
1990. 448 p. ( in Lithuanian) 

4. Karkauskas R., Krutinis A., Atkociiinas J., Kalanta S., 
Nagevicius J. Structural mechanics. Programmes and 
solution of problems by PC. Moscow: Strojizdat, 1990. 
360 p. (in Russian) 

5. Citas A. Strength of materials. Mechanics of structural 
members. Vilnius: Technika, 1993.408 p. (in 
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(1976, 1993). For merits in the field of Lithuanian science 
and education he was decorated with the Order (the 3rd 

degree) of Grand Duke Gediminas ( 1996). 

3. Scientific heritage of Aleksandras Cyras 

3.1. General features 

The scientific research heritage of A. Cyras is large 
and of a rather wide range. But it is not difficult to dis
cern a clear trend of analysis of structural mechanics pro
blems. First of all, the researcher tried to base his best 
scientific endeavours on fundamental (energy) principles 
of mechanics. Having applied the latest mathematical met
hods (mathematical programming), he has found fine mat
hematical expressions for these principles, dual mathe
matical models of structural mechanics problems. Though 
his main goal was optimization of structures, the scien
tist has disclosed that the theory and methods of mathe
matical programming also make clearer the ordinary ana
lysis of structures (not only the optimizational one) [28, 
29]. Broad scientific vistas of A. Cyras' thinking are al
so seen from another point of view. Though he was 
mainly engaged in research of elastic perfectly plastic 
material structures, he did not forget the elastic systems 

either [32, 33) and found spare time to take a glance at 
a novel model - plastic strain-hardening one. Systemati
sing the entire domain of structural mechanics problems, 
he classified these problems from different points of view. 

The main goal of structural design is to define its 
strength, stiffuess and stability. The parameters of each 
problem describe three principal elements of a structure: 
loading, body geometry, and material (Fig 2). A problem 
of structural mechanics can be solved when all the ele
ment parameters are known. A. Cyras recommended cal
ling such problems the analysis problems. In his opinion, 
the reason is that when solving such a problem, only the 
state of the body's stress and strain is determined, ie the 
body is analysed from the mechanical point of view: by 
a comparison with the service (maintenance) requirements 
we determine whether a structure is sufficiently strong, 
stiff and stable. 

If some of the above parameters are not defined in 
advance, the problem becomes undetermined and we ne
ed some supplementary conditions for resolving it. Thus 
we are to analyse not the body itself but, after defining 
certain limits of the deformable body (after formulating 
strength, stiffuess or stability requirements), we should 
pursue our selected object (to look for a suitable loa
ding, suitable geometry or a proper material). In this 
way an extremum problem results and, having solved it, 
not only stresses and strains are found, but also certain 
parameters of loading, body geometry or material. The 
apparatus for solving the extremum problem is based on 
the mathematical programming theory and methods. 

Variations may be performed with different quanti
ties. For instance, when the point of load application and 
load direction are selected, different solutions of the pro
blem (ie different stresses and strains of the body) are 
obtained by changing merely the load magnitude. For a 
deformable body (with its geometry and material selec
ted) many distributions of load may be found which cor
respond to defmite design conditions. Having selected any 
criterion of load suitability, it is possible to find from all 
these distributions the best one, the optimal distribution. 
For instance, the criterion of load suitability may be the 
total load magnitude, possibly a maximum load is being 
strived after. Such problems are called load optimization 
problems (at the beginning A.Cyras called them chec
king problems). The load parameters sought may be in
terconnected by additional conditions; for instance, all 
loading forces may be expressed by a single load para
meter (such a parameter is called single-parametrical). 

For the engineering design experience, the body phy
sical parameters optimization problem is important (Prof 
A. Cyras used to call it simply the design problem). In 
this case, the loading is known, and very many combina
tions of physical parameters of structural elements may 
be found and all of them can satisfy the design condi
tions. The optimality criterion of such combinations may 
be, for instance, the structure price (the cheapest structu
re is looked for). In addition, A. Cyras analysed the pro-
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Elements of deformable body 

Geometry Loading Physical model of material 

Shape Location Elastic 

Boundary conditions Direction Rigid-plastic 

Distribution of physical parameters Magnitude Elastic-plastic 

Strainhardening 

Fig 2. Body elements analysed by problems of structural mechanics 
Locking 

blems of optimal geometry of structure (structural synt
hesis) [34, 35]. 

Prof A. Cyras kept to such a structural mechanical 
problems classification in all his researching efforts [20, 
34]. It is very clearly expressed in his report at all-USSR 
scientific conference devoted to optimizational structural 
mechanics questions in Vilnius in 1979 [35]. In this 
booklet, different optimization problems are considered 
as based on the main factors determining the mechanics 
of deformed solids. These factors include, firstly, the ex
ternal actions defmed by their value, the direction and 
point of application and, secondly, the solid itself defi
ned by the configuration, as well as the distribution of 
physical parameters and the conditions of support. All 
these characteristics may be varied according to a cer
tain optimality criterion of either the external actions or 
the solid. Hence different types of optimization problems 
are obtained. 

In course of time A. Cyras and his disciples have 
analysed more complicated structures, with more diverse 
physical peculiarities. First of all the theory of rigid plas
tic body optimization for the case of monotonically inc
reasing load should be mentioned; it was developed by 
A. Cyras, A. Borkauskas, R. Karkauskas [33, 35-38]. 
The theory was devoted to the case of an ideal elastic
perfectly plastic body affected by cyclic loading [39-
42]. By the efforts of A. Cyras himself, by A. Borkaus
kas, A. Cizas, later on by J. Atkociiinas, this theory and 
design methods based on it were improved not once [43-
46]. At the same time A. Cyras together with R. Flioto
viene [47, 48] analysed the problems of elastic locking 
body, and with V. Dulman [49] the optimization pro
blems of the body under creep. 

The analysis of stress and strain of the elastic-plas
tic body being in state prior to plastic collapse is extre
mely important [38, 42]; it was initiated by A. Cyras, 
R. Baronas, A. Cifas as far back as 1966 (50-52]. The 
ways of calculating the stresses and strains of the state 
prior to collapse having been explained, the research pas
sed on the elastic-plastic structures optimization problems 
under displacement constrains (53-58]. 

Already in the thesis of 1965 and his first monog
raphy [20] A. Cyras described the design of elastic-plas
tic structures, when the structural parameters and outer 
effects are random values and functions. He has presen
ted design models, methods and algorithms for two ca
ses: the determined structure and stochastic loading, the 
determined loading and stochastic material. These inves
tigations by A. Cyras were highly appreciated by the spe
cific branch of mathematics, theory of probability spe
cialists, Academicians V. Bolotinas, V. Statulevicius. La
ter, A. Cyras and A. Norkus continued investigations in
to the field of stochastic structural optimization. Here 
they have formulated problems for a simple loading ta
king into account the stochastic nature of plastic structu
re parameters and outer effects, using also the kinematic 
formulation of the problem. This article [59] devoted to 
the methods of elastic-plastic framed structures stochas
tic optimization was one of the last works in A. Cyras 
research activities. 

As it has been already mentioned, A. Cyras started 
his main investigations into the optimization of elastic
plastic structures about 1963 and continued them up to 
1993, up to a considerable worsening of his health. Thus 
it is worth looking at the beginnings of A. Cyras' rese
arch activities in the context of foreign scientists' inves
tigations dealing with the optimization of structures [60]. 

Though the theory of optimal structural design is 
being developed for a considerable span of time, the first 
studies concerning the theory appeared in the 1950s [61, 
62]. The first book of a generalising character may be 
considered [63] (1965). Its author H. L. Cox paid much 
attention to the engineering aspects of structural optimi
zation, but in the book there is nothing about computer 
applications in this field. In general, the book by H. L. 
Cox has now only some historical value. 

A. Cyras was among the first researchers in the for
mer USSR who started applying mathematical program
ming methods and computers for optimization of defor
mable structures. In this aspect the book of Polish scien
tist Z. Lesniak [64] (1970) is of great importance; in it 
the use of computers is mostly based on the random se-
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arch method. This author was the first who has applied 
for structural optimization the non-linear programming 
method and used it for design of a simple structure, most 
often a beam. P. Hupfer in his book [65] (1970) presen
ted a review (without his own investigations) of general 
methods of more complicated structures than those ana
lysed in Z. Lesniak's monograph. 

J.-L. Annand's book [66] (1971) largely and deep
ly analyses one optimal design method, namely optimal 
control of distributed parameters systems. The book con
tains many examples of bar and plate volume optimiza
tion when limiting eigenfrequencies of vibration. The aut
hor adheres to the system (characteristic of structural op
timization theorists-mathematicians) when applying the 
mathematical programming theory to this field: often at 
first the required conditions for partial derivatives in tenns 
of non-linear equations are defined for the examined pro
blem optimal solution and then their discretization is per
fonned. In our opinion, Prof A. Cyras has selected a 
more prospective way for engineering practice, namely 
to discretize the optimality criterion equations in the ini
tial stage of fonning the mathematical model of the pro
blem. It is naturally achieved by applying in structural 
mechanics the numerical method of finite element or ot
her method. Physical meaning of objective function is 
entirely clear in such mathematical models of optimiza
tion. In the period under discussion (1974), W. Prager's 
book [67] was published; theoretical principles of estab
lishing the optimality criterions of elastic structures are 
dealt with there. But in the book there is nothing about 
the mathematical programming application to the opti
mization of structures (though some articles by V. Pra
ger on the subject discussed are known). More data con
cerning the mathematical programming application to cal
culating plastic structures in the period discussed may 
be found in the book [68] and review publication [69]. 

In this context the first steps were taken by A. Cy
ras, the pioneer of Lithuanian optimizational structural 
mechanics. In the structural optimization theory develop
ment the main roles were played by computers and the 
theory of non-linear mathematical programming. These 
two factors allowed to solve technical problems by which 
a solution adequate to the optimality criteria could be 
found. 

3.2. Application of mathematical programming dua
lity theory 

From the mathematical point of view the optimiza
tion problems are more complicated than those of analy
sis. Their solution without numerical methods and com
puter technologies is almost impossible. Along the deve
lopment of electronic computational technologies since 
1963 in Vilnius new calculating methods for structural 
mechanics have been established. Inefficient classical cal
culation methods for dealing with complex structures and 
external actions are substituted by numerical methods al-

lowing to fonnulate and solve the structural problems 
that could not be solved earlier (physical and partly ge
ometrical non-linearities, optimization problems, etc.). Ta
king into account plastic properties of structural material 
reflects in a more exact way the structural behaviour at 
different loading stages and allows to elaborate its more 
rational project. Application of extremum energy prin
ciples, the linear mathematical programming theory is 
characteristic of investigations directed by A. Cyras. Such 
an attitude allowed to analyse the problem of frame op
timization by the dual - static and kinematic - problem 
fonnulation. On the base of duality theory, the peculiari
ties of linear mathematical models have been disclosed 
and proofs of many theorems presented (such proofs 
being in want in research literature). A. Cyras highly ap
preciated the possibilities of the mathematical program
ming duality theory. In his opinion, a practical interpre
tation of mathemathical programming problems is pos
sible only by using the duality theory. 

In A. Cyras' first monograph [20], the frame veri
tying and its design problem was successfully analysed 
basing it namely on the duality theory of linear mathe
matical programming. The author has underlined that the 
design of discrete structures in the range of elastic beha
viour is a completely investigated domain of structural 
mechanics. To his mind, a correct canonical fonnulation 
of structural mechanics analysis problems has allowed 
to take advantage of the methods of solving the linear 
algebraic equation system. The matrix fonnulation and 
electronic technology only supported it. In the meanwhi
le, as it has been remarked in A. Cyras' monograph, the 
development of methods for tie design of elastic-plastic 
structures had fallen behind the modem applied mathe
matics and computer technology, even as concerns their 
possibilities of those days. Also, the problems of struc
tural optimization had been dealt poorly with. The mo
nograph by A. Cyras' was the first to change essentially 
the situation in this domain. In addition, it has not lost 
today its scientific value because it initiated the analysis 
of the state of strain before the plastic failure of frame. 

Later A. Cyras wrote about the mathematical pro
gramming duality theory in mechanics [70]: "It is known 
from the mathematical programming theory that for eve
ry extremum problem a dual problem can be made. As a 
result, a widely known statement of mechanics is corro
borated that every extremum principle of the solids me
chanics fonnulated by force variables corresponds to the 
dual principle expressed in terms of strain state variab
les. In mechanics these principles are usually formulated 
separately. But the mathematical programming duality 
theory allows getting them in a pure formal way. With 
that end in view Lagrange function is constructed and it 
consists of the objective functions of the primary pro
blem and conditions of the primary problem multiplied 
by certain variables. Further, for satisfYing the stationa
rity conditions of Lagrange function, its variations with 
respect to the variables of the initial problem are put 
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equal to zero. These are namely the conditions of a dual 
problem. After formal mathematical rearrangements it is 
not difficult to disclose the physical meaning of the new 
extremum problems by words as well". The application 
of the mathematical programming duality theory atten
ded A. Cyras' investigations through all his scientific 
achievements and became a solid basis for his most conc
lusions. 

3.3. Deformable body optimization theory (limit equi
librium) 

In 1969, A. Cyras and A. Borkauskas published an 
article [71] in which the fundamentals of the deformable 
body optimization theory based on the application of non
linear mathematical programming were presented. In the 
article, the verifying and design problem at one-time lo
ading is analysed. The authors of the article adhered to 
the following statements: 

I. The problems of structural design for strength 
are to be formulated by dual extremum energy princip
les. The problem is to be formulated first of all by static 
variables (it is static formulation). The kinematic formu
lation of the problem is obtained according to mathema
tical programming duality theory. In this case the physi
cal meaning of the dependencies, equations and variab
les is disclosed easily. 

2. The structural strength design problem formula
tion based on energy principles allows to analyse from 
common positions the single-parametric and optimizatio
nal problems (it is very important when formulating a 
unified theory of structural design). 

3. A visual operator (matrix) form for recording pro
blems is used. It is easily connected with numerical met
hods of solving problems. 

The article [71] begins with static formulation of 
tie load optimization problem. The goal of such problem 
solution is determining optimal load distribution and that 
of stress and strain field at plastic collapse. The defor
mable body geometry and material are described fully, 
and the load optimality criterion is as follows: 

JTrqdS~max. (3.1) 

sf 

Here the unknown q is a load the direction and the 
addition spot of which are prescribed. Vector T compo
nents show what kind of influence the definite load vec
tor q component exerts on the whole loading optimali
ty. By choosing various vectors T, it is possible to for
mulate different optimal load distribution problems. For 
instance, if T =I at every point of the body surface Sr , 
the criterion (3 .I) enables to determine the maximum to
tal load at the body surface [72]. If vector T compo
nents are equal to the point displacement rate ( T=u ), 
then (3 .I) expresses the power W of external forces q . 

The stress state of rigid-plastic body at the plastic 
failure is determined by the extremum energy principle. 

A. Cyras suggested to call this principle the statical the
orem of limit load and formulated it in this way: 

of all the statically admissible stress vectors at plas
tic failure, the actual one is maximizing the power 
of the load. 

This energy principle is realised by such a mathematical 
model of extremum problem: 

Vo= 0, 

f(o)~C eV; 

No-q =0, 

No-r= 0 E Su. 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

Here f is the yield function. The unknowns of the 
problem (3.2H3.3) are vectors of the load q, stresses 
a, reactions r. It is a problem of convex non-linear 
mathematical programming. Displacement rates u are not 
included in the problem (3.2)-(3.3) conditions. Therefo
re the maximum of the external load q power may be 
determined with any values of u , thus also with u = T 
( T is vector of the load optimality criterion (3 .I) weight 
coefficients). Thus because of the coincidence of the ener
gy principle and load optimization goals, from the pro
blem (3.2H3.3) the mathematical model of the load op
timization problem for rigid-plastic body appears: 

JTr qdS ~max 

sf 

under the same (3.3) conditions. 

(3.4) 

The extremum energy principle realised by this pro
blem ensures that the actual stress vector obtained by an 
optimal solution is real, though in the problem formula
tion there are no equations of geometrical compatibility. 
The optimal solution of the static formulation of pro
blem (3.2H3.3) is marked by q•, a•, r•. 

The optimization problem kinematic formulation has 
been obtained by applying the non-linear mathematical 
programming duality theory: 

{
JorA 8f(o) dV + JA[C- f(o)]dv} ~min, (3.5) 
v ao v 

vru-A 8f(o)=O 
ao ' 

A~O E V; 

u~T es1 ; 

u=O E Su. 

(3.6) 

When the load is expressed by a single parameter 
q0 and a known load distribution q : 
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(3.7) 

the static formulation problem model is obtained from 
the general mathematical model (3.4}-{3.3) after rear
ranging power in the objective function (3.2) as follows: 

By equating the integral value to unity -

f ·T u qdS=l, (3.9) 

sf 

a load single-parametric mathematical model of the pro
blem is obtained: 

j
Vo= 0, 

f(o~~ C, E V; 

No - q0 I) E S J, 

No-r=O ESu. 

(3.1 0) 

(3 .11) 

The optimal solution of this problem is % , o, r . 
A. Cyras frequently applied a graphical presenta

tion for mathematical programming problems: the pro
blem (3.10}-{3.11) domain is shown in Fig 3. Here load 
parameter F0 is sought when the equilibrium equations 
are qF0 -Ao=O. 

Fig 3. Graphical view of the problem domain when de
fining the allowable loading 

The design problem aim is to defme the body stress 
and strain field at plastic failure and the optimal distribu
tion of body plasticity constants C. In this case the exter
nal loading q is known, and the objective function is: 

f AC dV ~ min . (3.12) 
v 

Here J1 is a scalar function of optimality criterion 
coefficients. The meaning of the criterion (3.12) is ex
plained by using the discrete structure representation. Let 
the plasticity constant C of any cross-section of a disc
rete structure be the function C = C {crY, h ) of the ma
terial yield stress crY and the sectional characteristic di
mension ( eg, height h ). Hence, after defining h =canst 
and properly selecting J1 under the condition that the 

price is proportional to integral f cry dV , (3 .12) may 
v 

mean the aim of structural material price minimization. 
On the other hand, having defined crY =canst and pro
perly selected .11, it is possible to obtain the height (vo
lume) minimization problem. 

The constant C optimal distribution associated with 
plastic failure is determined according to extremum ener
gy principle (A. Cyras called this principle as static plas
tic failure theorem): 

of all statically admissible stress vectors at plastic 
failure, the actual one is minimizing the energy dis
sipation rate. 

According to this principle, the mathematical model of 
rigid-plastic body design problem is as follows: 

fACdV ~min, 
v 

Vo=O, 

C- f(o) ~ 0, 

C:?:O E V; 

No=q 

No-r=O E Su. 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

The problem solved, the distribution of stress vector o· 
and optimal c• is found in volume V . Both in case 
(3.4}-{3.3) and (3.13}-{3.14) are problems of convex 
non-linear programming. 

3.4. Cyclic plastic failure and shakedown 

A variable repeated loading represents the system 
of forces when each of these forces or their groups may 
change independently. Under such loading a structure 
may lose its serviceability because of its progressive plas
tic failure or because of alternating strains. Melan's and 
Koiter's theorems are known as capable to describe con
ditions of an elastic-plastic body's shakedown or ina
daptation to loading conditions [73]. In this section the 
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task is restricted to the load determination problems' sta
tic and kinematic formulations which are based on ex
tremum energy principles assigned to ideal elastic per
fectly plastic body (analogous to those used in 3.3 sec
tion and devoted to rigid-plastic body). The static for
mulation of the load determination problem is compo
sed by such an energy principle: 

of all statically admissible residual stress vectors 
at cyclic plastic failure, the actual one is maximi
sing the power of external loads in a cycle. 

This principle is realised by the following mathe
matical model of problem: 

J J T+T q+ dS + JT-rq- ds} ~ max, (3.15) 

lsf sf 

Vp=O, 

f(o+ +p):::; C, 

f(o- +p):::; C E V; 

Np=O, 

q + ;:: 0, q- ;:: 0 E Sf; 

Np-r=O ESu 

(3.16) 

Here o+, o- are the extremum stresses obtained for 
the imaginary stage of unlimited elasticity, q + and q
are functions of the load q bounds. 

The kinematic formulation of a load determination 
problem is constructed according to the following ener
gy principle: 

of all kinematically admissible residual displacement 
rates vectors at cyclic plastic failure, the actual one 
is minimizing the energy dissipation in a cycle. 

This statement is realised by such extremum pro-
blem: 

+ JA.+[c- f(o+ +p)]dv + JA.-[c- f(o- +p)]dv}~min, 
v v 

{

-A.+ 8f(o+ +p) - r 8f(o- +p) +Vru=O 
ap ap 

A.+ ;::o, r ;::o 

u=o E s". 

(3.17) 

E V, 

E Sr, 

(3.18) 

It may happen that the optimal problem (3 .17)
(3.18) solution will include both non-zero multipliers cor
responding to tie same body point: A.+ and A.- . It would 
mean that at this point the alternating plastic strain takes 
place. If only one of the multipliers (A.+ or r) equals 
zero, the progressive failure takes place at the point. It 
should be remarked that the failure type is a result of 
the problem (3 .17)-(3 .18) solution but not a result of 
any preliminary consideration [39]. 

The mathematical models (3 .15)-(3 .16) and (3 .17}
(3.18) make a dual pair of mathematical programming 
problems. By applying them it is possible to determine 
the bounds of load variation without analysing the loa
ding history and only selecting various optimality crite
ria. According to the second duality theorem, the opti
mal solutions ofproblems (3.15)-(3.16) and (3.17)-(3.18) 
(the variables of optimal solution are marked by aste
risks) satisfy the following conditions: 

v 

J r*[c*- f( o-* +p*)] dV =0. (3.19) 

v 

These are the complementary slackness conditions known 
in mathematical programming theory. The equality 

JT+T q+*dS+ fT-1 q-*dS= Jo+•T A.+* a_r(o+* +p*)dV + 
Sr Sr V 8p 

(3.20) 

written according to the first duality theorem means that 
the load power in an actual loading cycle is equal to the 
energy dissipation rate in the cycle. For any cycle t from 
(3.20) the Koiter's shakedown condition [73] is obtai
ned: 

1 1 

J JuT (x,t)q(x,t)dS dt:::; J J or (x,t)i:(x,t)dV dt. (3.21) 
0~ OV 

A. Cyras has underlined in [39] that the inequality (3.21) 
is merely a result of analysis of solutions of dual pro
blems (3.15)-(3.16) and (3.17)-(3.18) made on the ba
sis of extremum energy principles. 

A. Cyras also analysed some special variable loa
ding cases, for instance, the influence of movable loa
ding [74]. The research by A. Cyras, his disciples and 
followers dealing with the state of cyclically loaded elas
tic perfectly plastic body and structures of linearly strain
hardening material joined the group of researchers from 
the former USSR and foreign countries discussing the 
shakedown theory [68, 69, 75-79]. 

3.5. Analysis of deformable body 

After solving the limit equilibrium problem the stres
ses and rates of displacements are determined under a 
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special body state, namely at its plastic failure. In an 
engineering practice one must often know the state of a 
structure which has been subjected to a plastic strain prior 
to plastic failure. According to the classification sugges
ted by A. Cyras, such a problem is called the body's 
(structure's) analysis problem. It is often solved stage by 
stage. The stage method is widely spread in engineering; 
however, it requires much work and is insufficiently con
ditioned when the loads approach the limit loads. 

A. Cyras, under some influence of A. Procenko's 
early works [80], has recommended the method allowing 
to determine the state of stress and strain without analy
sing the history of body loading, but only knowing the 
final loading values. For the static formulation of the 
analysis problem, the extremum principle concerning the 
minimum of complementary energy is used. The static 
formulation allows to determine real residual stresses. The 
dual kinematic principle is a means for describing the 
body's strain state at any loading stage. 

Static formulation of the analysis problem. The elas
tic perfectly plastic body with its volume V and the 
surface S is analysed. In volume V , scalar field of the 
plasticity constant C is given. On the surface part Sf, 
a load defined by the vector field q is given, whereas 
on the surface part S (on a supporting surface) the 

. u 
displacements u = 0 are presented. The vector field of 
true stresses is noted, as earlier, by o. These are stres
ses which develop in a body at any stage of its loading 
before the complete plastic failure. Stresses o e are de
termined as if the system discussed were of an indefini
tely ideal elasticity: 

oe= faqdS. (3.22) 
sf 

Here a is algebraic operator of elastic problem (for 
a discrete structure it would be an influential matrix). 
After adding self-balancing residual stresses p 

O=Oe +p. (3.23) 

The variables of strain state are decomposed analogically: 

(3.24) 

Here the pseudo-elastic deformations (corresponding to 
the apparent stage of infinite elasticity) and displacements 
are noted as Ee and ue, residual strains and displace
ments r, and u, respectively. Based on the extremum 
principle: 

of all statically admissible stress vectors of body in 
state prior to the plastic failure, the actual one is 
minimizing the complementary energy of deforma
tion 

the mathematical model of analysis problem static for
mulation is composed: 

(3.25) 

Vp=O, f(oe+p)$:C eV; 

Np=O 

Np- r = 0 ESII. (3.26) 

Here [D] is the algebraic matrix of Hooke's law; f is 
yield function. After solving the problem of convex non
linear mathematical programming (3.25}-(3.26), an ac
tual vector of residual stresses p • and reactions r • are 
obtained. 

Kinematic formulation of the analysis problem is 
obtained by using the mathematical programming duali
ty theory: 

{
- _!_ f pT[D]pdV - f [pTA. of(oe + p)] T dV -

2v v op 

-t A.[ C- f(oe + p)] dV }-+max, (3.27) 

VT u = [D]p +A. Of(oe + p) , A. 2: 0 E V, 
r op 

u, = 0 E S
11

• (3.28) 

The unknowns of the problem (3.27)-3.28) are P, 
u, and A. The condition (3.28) denotes the geometric 
compatibility equations vr u, = r., associating the resi
dual displacements u, and residual strains r,: 

r, = [D]p, f. =A. OJ(oe + p)' (3.29) 
p 00 

r 

and defines kinematically admissible field of residual dis
placements u r . If the sign of the objective function (3 .27) 
is changed by the opposite one, the following problem 
is obtained 

+ t A.[ C- f(oe +p)] dV}--+ min, (3.30) 

VT Ur = [D)p +A. of(o~p+ p) , A 2: 0 E V, 

u,=O E S11 • (3.31) 

This problem conforms to the extremum energy princip
le: 

of all admissible fields of residual displacements in 
an elastic-plastic body the actual one is minimizing 
the total strain energy of unloaded body. 

The discussed mathematical models of analysis pro
blems are valid for the load q varying in the interval 
q r $: q $: q 0 . Here q r is the upper value of the exter-
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nal loads which does not result in plastic strains. If 
q ~ q r , the system is working in the elastic stage and 
the values of the objective functions (3.25) and (3.30) 
are equal to zero. 

In 1980, A.Cyras, applying the extreme energy prin
ciple about the minimum of elastic potential of residual 
stresses, compiled dual mathematical models of problems 
for determining tie elastic-plastic body stresses and strains 
under tie shakedown state. 

3.6. Optimization of elastic-plastic systems with re
stricting displacements 

When possible displacements are constrained by stif
fness requirements, an elastic-plastic structure may not 
reach the limit stage connected with plastic failure. The 
optimization of elastic-plastic framed structures with re
stricted displacements was subjected to an analysis by 
A. Cyras together with A. Cizas already in 1966 [50, 
52]. The mathematical model of the load optimization 
problem for the elastic perfectly plastic body before the 
plastic failure was designed by J.AtkoCiilnas in 1983 
[56]. A. Cyras published in 1984 the article on mathe
matical models of elastic perfectly plastic systems opti
mization problems with restriction of displacements and 
linear yield conditions [57]. This article of A. Cyras may 
be regarded as distinguished by its clearness and consis
tency: the states of stress and strain satisfy in this case 
the extremum energy principles concerning complemen
tary and total strain energy minimum. 

When the structural material is not perfectly plas
tic, the plastic failure is impossible; then the limit state 
of the structure is defined only through limiting the strains 
and displacements. A. Cizas was one of the pioneers in 
the field of investigations of optimizing structures from 
linearly strain-hardening material in the former USSR at 
that time [44, 53]. A little later A. Cyras devoted an ar
ticle [58] for aspects of linearly strain-hardening mate
rial structures optimization for cases of monotonic loa
ding, cyclic loading and movable loading. In this inves
tigation the author has remarked that it is necessary to 
include the displacement restrictions into mathematical 
models of optimization problems for elastic-plastic strain
hardening structures. Thus it is necessary to determine 
true strains and displacements in any - both monotoni
cally increasing and cyclic - loading case. In the aut
hor's opinion, here variables are not the summary stres
ses, displacements or strains but their residual compo
nents. 

The state of stress of linearly strain-hardening elas
tic-plastic discrete system is characterised by vectors of 
the true s' the residual s, and the elastic se stresses: 
S=Se +S, (Fig 4). The residual stresses satisfy the equi
librium equations [A]S, = 0. Displacements u=ue +u, 
and strains q=qe +q,. The residual strains q, consist 
of two parts - residual elastic q,e and residual plastic 
q,P: q, =q,e +q,P. The equations of geometric compa
tibility are as follows: [Af u, = q,. Obtained by elasti-

s 

q 
qrp 

Fig 4. Relation of stresses and strains for linearly strain
hardening structures 

city calculation, stresses Se = [a]F and displacements 
ue = [f3]F , here F is vector of external loading. The 
plactic properties of the structure are defined by limit 
stress vector S0 as well as by matrices of yield matrix 
[«P] and symmetric matrix of strain-hardening [H]. The 
yield condition for a kinematic strain-hardening case is 

So- [<I> ]Sr + [«P ]Se + [H].A :?:0. (3.32) 

Here .A is vector of multipliers. 

The static formulation of analysis problem is made 
according to the following energy principle: 

of all statically admissible vectors of residual stres
ses, the actual one is minimizing the sum of elastic 
potentials of self-balanced stresses and strain-har
dening. 

Thus the following mathematical model of the problem 
in static formulation is obtained: 

So -[«P]Sr +[«P]Se +[H].A :?:0, [A]S,=O. (3.34) 

The mathematical model in kinematic formulation of ana
lysis problem is as follows: 

( -~S~[D]Sr- ~.Ar[H]A+Ar ([«P]Se -S0 )) ~max, 

(3.35) 

[D]Sr +[<l>]TJ..-[Af ur =0, .A;::;o. (3.36) 

By using the analysis problem, influence relations
hips of residual displacements and stresses ur = [A].A, 
[«P ]Sr = [f].A, displacement restrictions 

(3.37) 
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the mathematical model of monotonic load optimization 
problem is made: 

<p(S 0 ) ~ min, (3.38) 

tp'=[G]S0 -[r]X+[H]X -[yf[p]F ;::o, 

(3.39) 

Here <p is the scalar function of optimality criterion. The 
conditions of the mathematical model unite the (3.33}-
(3.34) and (3.35}--(3.36) restrictions allowing to obtain 
the state of stresses and strains. The mathematical model 
may also be rearranged for perfectly elastic-plastic sys
tem. 

The variable repeated loading F(t) is characterised 
by the upper bounds F+ and the lower ones F- . The 
extreme stresses at every hodograph apex i E I are cal
culated according to formulas: 

s;; =[at] F+ +[a;] r, 

s;; =[a;] F+ +[at] r, 

[a~]+ [aij]=[a]. 

Then the true residual stresses are found after sol
ving the static formulation analysis problem: 

+..!.. I(x; Y [H]x;) ~min 
2 I 

{

So -[cl> ]s,- [ci> ]s~ + [H]X~ ;:: o 
S0 -[cl> ]S, -[cl> ]Se; + [H]X, ;:: 0 

[A]S,=O ' 

(3.40) 

i E I. (3.41) 

With the help of Lagrange function the dual pro
blem is obtained: 

( -~S~[D]S, -~ ~(X7 Y [H]X7 - ~ ~(x; r [H]X; + 

+ ~(Xt r ([cl> ]s; -S0 ) +~(X; r ([<1> ]s;; -S0 )) ~max, 
(3.42) 

{ 
[D]s, +[<t>f I(x; +X;)- [A]r u, = o, 

+ I - i E I (3.43) 
X,;:: 0, X,;:: 0, 

In his article [58] A. Cyras has remarked that the 
strain state of dissipative systems depends on the loa
ding history which is not known in case of a variable 
repeated loading. Thus the mathematical model (3.42}-
(3.43) is preferred in cases when the phenomenon ofun-

loading does not exist. Then the mathematical model of 
optimization problem for the structure made of strain
hardening material is as follows: 

lJIH =[G]So -[cl>]S, -[cl>]S;; +[H]X7;:: 0, 

lJ12; =[G]S0 -[cl>]S, -[cl>]S;; +[H]X;;:: 0, 

[A]S,=O, 

[D]S, + [<t>fi (xt +X; )-[Af u, = 0 
' I 

(3.44) 

(3.45) 

Here u;; and u;; are pseudo-elastic extremum displace
ments. After removing the variables S r and u r the fi
nal mathematical model of optimization problem is obtai
ned: 

<p(S0 ) ~ min, (3.46) 

""; = [G]So- [r]I(x; +X;) +[H] x;- [ci>]s;i;:: o 
' l 

u-s [rl( u;; +[A]~(x; +X;)) s u+, 

u-s [r]( u;; +[A]~(x; +X;)) s u+, 

(x; r ""i = 0' (l; y 'I'~;= 0' 

Xt ;:: 0' x;;:: 0 ' So ;:: 0' i E J . (3.47) 

The unknowns of the problem are vectors S0 , X7 , 
x;' i E I. The optimization problem (3.38}--(3.39) for the 
case of a monotonic loading is obtained from the mathe
matical model (3.46}--(3.47), when F = F+ =- F-. 

In the same article [58] A. Cyras has also pointed 
out a possibility to apply the problem (3.46}--(3.47) to 
the possible case of unloading. Thus it is necessary to 
define the bounds of restricted displacements vector com
ponents by solving additional problems. Consequently, 
the problem (3.46}--(3.47) should be solved by an itera
tive way. 

3.7. From general mathematical models to structural 
analysis and optimization 

A. Cyras has formed general mathematical models 
of analysis and optimization problems for deformable bo-
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dies in a functional space of stresses, strains and displa
cements (sections 3.3-3.5). However, these models were 
reached in different ways. For instance, the problems of 
limit equilibrium at first were solved for frame structu
res by linear programming. But the mathematical mo
dels for design problems of a plate, shallow cylindrical 
shell were formed, on the contrary, by using general mat
hematical models of problems (common research with 
A. Borkauskas [81-83], J. Nagevicius [84-85]). There
fore the above-mentioned (in this section) mathematical 
models of analysis and optimization problems for disc
rete structures (especially frame structures) may have pro
duced a direct influence on the results presented in pre
vious sections. A. Cyras and his disciples kept to the 
rule: theoretical results should be published in scientific 
issues only after performing an examination by a numeri
cal experiment; but at that time the available computa
tional technology was not able to solve problems of a 
larger amount. Theoretical conclusions were often veri
fied by samples of frame structures. 

When analysing frame structures, a discrete structu
ral model is produced in a very natural way: a frame 
structure is divided into separate elements and in their 
cross-sections the values of stresses, strains and displa
cements are defined, each element being treated as a bar 
of finite dimensions. At first namely for such discrete 
frame structures visual and comparatively simple mathe
matical models of optimization and analysis problems 
were constructed. Although the notions of limit moment 
and point yield conditions were used, the mathematical 
models reflected quite accurately the real work of frame 
structures [20]. 

When solving the engineering problems of shallow 
shells and plates optimization, the investigation turns to 
the finite vectorial space, the structures are discretized and 
the conditions of problems mostly become non-linear. 

Not only the problems of optimization but also tho
se of analysis of stress and strain state of deformed struc
ture were formulated as mathematical programming (at 
first as linear, later as non-linear convex) problems. At 
that time well-known algorithms and what's more pro
grammes were rare occurences. Both algorithms and pro
grammes were to be compiled by the authors of mathe
matical models, especially when it was necessary to ha
ve in mind the specificity of those models. Even a stan
dard simplex algorithm for problems of linear program
ming was being modified [50]. This modification was 
applied by A. Krutinis and A. Cizas for the optimal di
stribution of the load of elastic-plastic one-dimensional 
systems with limited deformation (and resting on a de
formable base) [86]. 

For solving problems of non-linear mathematical 
programming the gradient projection method by Rozen 
was taken. It was applied by P. Baublys and I. Cypinas 
(1969, [87]) for analysing the stability of optimal elastic 
structures. In 1970, this method was used for the first 
time by R. Karkauskas for solving non-linear problems 

of plastic shallow spherical shell optimization in case of 
a monotonic loading [88-90]. For solving non-linear pro
blems of plates, including the case of variable repeated 
loading, this algorithm was applied in 1971 by J. Atko
Ciiinas [91]. And in 1972 the non-linear problem of load 
determination for a shallow cylindrical shell was solved 
by S.Kalanta at the Computational Centre of Lithuanian 
Academy of Sciences using his own developed program
me [92] (the first non-linear problems were solved at 
the established recently the Computational Centre of the 
VISI by computer "Minsk-22"). The calculations were 
limited largely by poor computational capabilities at that 
time. 

At the beginning the methods of break lines, finite 
differences and finite elements were applied for discreti
zation of plates and shells. The method of break lines 
for the optimization of plates was applied by A. Bor
kauskas [81, 82, 31 ], finite differences - by A. Borkaus
kas [31], J. Atkociiinas, S. Kalanta, B. Mazuolis [91]. 
J. Nagevicius has applied the finite difference method in 
case of linear yield conditions for optimization of shal
low cylindrical shells [84]. R. Karkauskas has develo
ped techniques of finite differences for spherical shell 
optimization (Fig 5) to be applied to the non-linear Mi
ses yield condition [88, 89, 31 ], and S. Kalanta with 
J. NageviCius- techniques for cylindrical shell [94]. Ru
diments of the finite element method [91] and the equi
librium finite elements [92, 95] were introduced. 

a= 22.2140 

'· L 

·' Fig 5. Optimal solution of spherical shell load distribu
tion 

Under the guidance of A. Cyras, alongside R. Kar
kauskas, J. Atkociiinas, S. Kalanta [96-99], gradually joi
ned P. Cyras [100], K. Vislavicius [101, 102], V. Skar
zauskas [103], etc. A considerable contribution was ma
de by S. Kalanta when applying equilibrium finite ele
ments for discretizing elastic-plastic, rigid-plastic struc
tures [92, 95, 98, 99]. For elastic systems, S. Kalanta 
compiled two alternative algorithms of the equilibrium 
finite element method [ 104-1 06]: those of stiffness (met
hod of displacements) and pliability (method of forces). 
S. Kalanta has shown by experimental calculations of pla
tes and shells that the equilibrium finite elements sur
pass by their accuracy the geometrically compatible and 
mixed finite elements. The scientists of the Dept of Struc
tural Mechanics (supervised by A. Cyras) applied the met
hod of equilibrium finite elements for optimizing elas-
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tic-plastic plates and shells by linking the problems with 
plastic failure of structures, developed the algorithms and 
computer programmes for problem solution and analy
sed numerical problems [107-112] (Appendix 5). A. Cy
ras, S. Kalanta and R. KaCianauskas found ways for bet
ter expressing material yield conditions adapted to finite 
elements [ 113-117]. 

From the problems of plastic failure first of all A. 
Cifas and his disciples (V. Kamaitis, S. Stupak, M. Suks
ta, etc) moved away. They started to deal with structu
res produced of plastic linearly strain-hardening mate
rials; instead of perfectly plastic hinge conception they 
got involved in defining plastic deformation spread zo
nes in bars with a real shape cross-sections, and in com
bining optimal frame structures of a real set of bars [53-
55, 118-130]. 

About 1979, after formulation by A. Cyras mathe
matical models of analysis problems for elastic-plastic 
systems which have not reached a plastic failure [38, 
131], his disciples (L. Rimkus, A. Daniunas, L. Ciupai
la, N. Zukas, etc) became engaged in the development 
of algorithms and programmes for solving these problems. 
A. Daniunas has suggested an original method of equi
librium finite elements for computing rectangular plates 
[135]. The investigations into shakedown analysis pro
blems enlarged under some influence of Polish school 
of structural mechanics [138-139, 45,140-144]. J. At
kociiinas using the Kuhn-Tucker conditions in order to 
develop strain compatibility equations for elastic perfec
tly plastic structures continued the elaboration of met
hods for computing residual displacements change boun
daries [145-147], and began solving optimization pro
blems of frames and plates at shakedown stage [148-
150]. 

A. Cyras, R. Bausys, R. Karkauskas began to ana
lyse about 1985 the optimization of perfectly elastic-plas
tic frame structures with limited displacements. Some 
improved algorithms have been developed for solving 
particular problems of optimization [ 151, 152]. 

In the course of time a large experience has been 
accumulated at the Dept of Structural Mechanics of 
VISI in the field of solving non-linear problems of mat
hematical programming. It allowed to compile manuals 
with texts and descriptions of computational program
mes suitable for research as well [ 153-157]. 

4. Successors of Aleksandras Cyras' research activi
ties 

There is no doubt that the most intensive develop
ment of investigations commenced by A. Cyras took place 
at the Vilnius Civil Engineering Institute (and it continu
es to be performed at the Vilnius Gediminas Technical 
University). Here the main centre of the research of such 
a direction was and remains the Dept of Structural Me
chanics. The Department was headed after A. Cyras by 
Assoc Prof A. Krutinis (1987-1997), and from the mid-

die of 1997 by Prof 1. Atkociunas. Namely the majority 
of the Department' scientists was A. Cyras' disciples and 
later on the collaborators and co-authors of scientific pub
lications. The extreme energy principles and the theory 
of mathematical programming introduced by A. Cyras' 
research in the field of mechanics of solid deformable 
body have been applied by A. Krutinis for calculating 
structures on deformable basis [158]. Such a point of 
view has allowed to analyse the main equations of struc
tures on an elastic ground by the duality theory and to 
disclose new peculiarities of such mathematical models, 
to analyse, by using effective modern methods, the state 
of stress and strain of a system of two deformable bo
dies (the structure and its ground). Together with A. Cy
ras, the investigation of the optimization of shallow cy
lindrical elastic-plastic shells was joined by Assoc Prof 
1. Nagevicius, of spherical shells (already under non-li
near yield conditions) by Assoc Prof R. Karkauskas, the 
optimization of the repeated variable loading by Prof 
1. Atkociunas [39, 40, 91], the application of finite ele
ment method for optimizing shells by Assoc ProfS. Ka
lanta [92-95], the optimization of arches under movable 
loading by Assoc Prof V.Skarzauskas [103, 161-163], 
the effect of temperature on elastic-plastic structures by 
Assoc Prof L. Rimkus [132, 164, 165], the analysis of 
locking sistems by Assoc Prof R. Fliotoviene [47, 48, 
166], the optimization systems under accidental loading 
by Assoc Prof A. Norkus [59, 167]. A common work 
with Prof A. Cyras resulted in an independent creative 
research for many scientists. 

Having taken his first steps in the direction shown 
by A. Cyras, ie basing his research efforts on the extre
me energy principles and mathematical programming du
ality theory, formulating mathematical models of pro
blems and developing the algorithms for solving these 
problems, later on 1. Atkociiinas analysed intensively elas
tic-plastic systems affected by repeated variable loading, 
their shakedown conditions and optimization [ 145-150, 
168-170] and a considerable part of this research has 
been generalised by a monograph [46]. His field of rese
arch interests is the optimal shakedown design of inelas
tic structures [171-182]. 

R. Karkauskas has formulated the main dependen
ces of a generalized shape surface (geometrically linear 
and non-linear) in a system of curvilinear coordinates, 
he has designed mathematical models and their solution 
algorithms connected with the optimization problems and 
analysis of geometrically and physically non-linear struc
tures [183-189]. 

S. Kalanta has investigated the connections of va
riational principles of deformable body mechanics [ 190], 
has fixed these principles' mathematical expressions by 
which the possible discontinuities of displacement func
tions are taken into account [191]. These expressions have 
allowed to produce dual formulations for analysis and 
optimization of elastic-plastic plates and shells; these for
mulations, in their tum, made possible to define the lo-
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wer and upper values of the optimized parameters [ 192-
195]. In the analysis of plates, shells and similar structu
res, the yield conditions are ussually checked at the no
des of fmite elements. By combining ingeniously the met
hods of collocation and finite elements, S. Kalanta has 
suggested a generalised integral discrete expression of 
the yield condition [ 192, 193]. He has shown that the 
usual nodes yield conditions and earlier suggested ele
ment yield conditions [ 113-116] are particular cases of 
this general integral yield condition. S. Kalanta has im
proved the mathematical models formed by A. Cyras for 
optimizing the elastic-plastic structures with limiting dis
placements [ 196]. The investigations into computing 
structures by the equilibrium finite element method are 
generalised in the articles [197, 198]. 

Almost all scientists of the Dept of Structural ~e
chanics were engaged in developing eagerly new algo
rithms for solving problems of elastic-plastic system ana
lysis and optimization (it is characterised in section 3.7), 
solved problems and by using such numerical experiments 
specified the research conclusions and demonstrated the 
advantages of the theory and methods developed. 

At the Dept of Structural Mechanics and also under 
the influence of A. Cyras' ideas Prof A. Borkauskas (Bor
kowski) has matured; he left for Polish Academy of 
Sciences and works efficiently now in both optimization, 
robototechnics and other latest scientific trends [ 199, 
200). 

In this Dept of Structural Mechanics (also under the 
atmosphere of A. Cyras' conceptions), the independent 
research origins of some scientists of the Dept of Strength 
of Materials (of VGTU) can be found: alongside A. Cy
ras the displacement limitation in problems of elastic
plastic framed structures optimization was introduced by 
Prof A Ciias, the limited loading of rigid-plastic plates 
using the finite element method by Assoc Prof B. S. Ma
fuolis (1934-1989), the optimization in case of movable 
loading by Assoc Prof K. VislaviCius, the conditions of 
finite element yielding by Prof R. Kacianauskas. 

A distinguished element of research by A. Ciias and 
his disciples is a linear strain-hardening material. For the 
analysis and optimization of structures made of this ma
terial extreme principles are applied, mathematical mo
dels are formulated, solution algorithms are developed -
following a beaten path of A. Cyras. The first applica
tions of this material for optimizing were associated by 
A Cizas with beams and frames of restricted displace
ments [53], and together with V. Kamaitis also inclu
ding plates discretized by the finite element method [ 121]. 
A. Cizas together with S. Stupak moved away from per
fectly plastic hinge concept (which embraces the largest 
part of research by A. Cyras and his disciples) not only 
by introducing a new material model but also choosing 
a real (instead of perfect) shape of bar cross-section, com
bining optimal framed structures of real set of cross-sec
tions [20 1, 202]. M. Suksta was engaged in analysing 
variable loading optimization problems for linear strain
hardening material beams [126, 130]. Supervised by 

A. Cizas, investigators D. Djankarashvili, J. Medzviec
kas, A. Komka dealt with problems of structural analy
sis and optimization [128, 203, 204]. K. Vislavicius star
ted applying successfully optimization methods for sol
ving material mechanics problems, etc [205, 206). 

A new stage of investigating deformable and other 
systems was started by R. Kacianauskas. Taking use of 
euristic principles, he formulated common strategies of 
multilevel modelling of beams and shells and have ge
neralised these investigations in articles [207, 208] and 
a monograph [209). The models of beams and shells are 
regarded here as complicated multilevel hierarchical sys
tems consisting of complex discrete elements and at dif
ferent modelling levels the usual procedures of finite ele
ment method are applied. R. Kacianauskas and his dis
ciples have enlarged the application of these methods 
[210-219, etc]. 

A. Cyras, though he did not discuss the aspects of 
cyclic strength and failure mechanics, stimulated and sup
ported the experimental and theoretic investigations of 
this trend. Thanks to his partly support, a good experi
mental basis was installed adjoining the Dept of Strength 
of Materials; it has enabled V. Leonavicius, A. Krenevi
cius, etc. to perform numerous investigations [220-229] 
(some of them are generalised in the Habilitation work 
[224]) and conditions have appeared for a Laboratory of 
Strength Mechanics of a high research capacity. The la
boratory performing accredited complicated structural ele
ment tests starts to combine them with those theoretical 
investigations which roots can be found in A. Cyras' and 
his disciples' endeavours. 

The third institution of VIS! which has enlarged es
pecially energetically the application of programming for 
optimizing structures was the Dept of Applied Mathe
matics and Mechanics administered by Prof D. Maciule
vicius (1928-1998). A prominent feature of its optimi
zational investigations was a perfectly elastic material and 
synthesis of elastic systems [230-232, etc]. A. Maciule
vicius' activities connected with initiating and shaping 
the computational mechanics in Lithuania represented an 
essential support for optimizational research which was 
founded and developed by A. Cyras. The Department 
was not only a pioneer in informatics, computer program
ming and the latest computational methods for teaching 
students, but also an efficient performer of complex re
search technical projects according to the orders of lar
ge research organisations ("Cryogenmash", "Atommash", 
etc) of the former USSR: from dynamical analysis of 
disk memory devices for computers up to an optimiza
tion of large truss-plate structures for cryogenic equip
ment. 

In recent time the successor of the traditions and 
research deeds the Dept of Engineering Mechanics gui
ded by Prof R. Belevicius shows a still stronger inclina
tion for computational mechanics. The investigations by 
R. Belevicius (started under the influence of D. Maciu
levicius) are devoted to the application of computational 
algebra to finite element method [233) (they are genera-
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Table 6. The first researchers' studies abroad (1967-1991) 

Scientist Country Date 

A. Borkauskas Poland 1967-1968 

R. Baronas Poland 1971 

R. Karkauskas Poland 1975 

J. Atkociiinas Poland 1979-1980 

J. Nagevicius France 1979 

S. Stupak Italy 1981-1982 

M. Suksta Germany 1984-1985 

R. Kacianauskas Germany 1985 

R. Belevicius Denmark 1991-1992 

lized in the monograph [234]) and to optimization [235-
23 8]. Prof R. Bausys is investigating the applied strate
gies of generating the finite element network of structu
ral mechanics, etc [239-242]. Other recent investigations 
of the Department are connected with developing finite 
elements for plates and shells. 

The ideas propagated by A. Cyras have been ac
cepted and developed in other research institutions as 
well, first of all at Lithuanian universities (his disciples 
L. Lindisas, V. Simkfinaite). Referring to A. Cyras' pub
lications, Prof P. Aliavdin successfully performed inves
tigations in structural optimization at Belorussian Poly
technic Institute (the researcher works now in Poland, at 
the Uniwersytet Zielonog6rski). 

Relations of Lithuanian researchers with foreign re
search institutions, poor at the beginning (Table 6), are 
developed nowadays. The work of formulating and ma
naging the problems of structural mechanics in Lithua
nia are coordinated by Lithuanian Association of Com
putational Mechanics established in 1991; the first chair
man of the Association was Prof D. Maciulevicius, now 
Prof R. Belevicius presides over it. The Association or
ganises seminars, maintains relations with analogous ins
titutions of foreign countries (it is a member of Nordic 
Association for Computational Mechanics). Prof R. Ka
cianauskas is member of International Association of 
Computational Mechanics (in 2001 he was elected mem
ber-expert of Lithuanian Academy of Sciences). 

5. Closing remarks 

The stream of scientific research by A. Cyras, his 
disciples and collaborators guided by him was fairly con
solidated, namely optimization of deformable structures; 
the methods of almost all investigations are based on the 
theory of mathematical programming (and especially on 
the duality theory); the reliability of theoretical investi
gation results was being checked by computational ex
periments (which required much effort and excellent skills 
of work with computers). Therefore it cannot perhaps be 
exaggerated too say that thanks to A. Cyras' research 
activities the Lithuanian school of optimizational struc
tural mechanics has been developed. Moreover, an im-

portant aspect is that the stream of research has not rela
xed when its initiator moved off. On the contrary, new 
investigating efforts, tightened relations with research ins
titutions abroad, more efficient computing technologies 
allow to enrich year after year the investigations with 
more considerable results, and thus new trends of com
putational mechanics come into being. 

When taking a glance from the present high posi
tions of the structural mechanics as well as the applied 
mathematics, some research results published in the mid
dle of the last century (especially those dealing with the 
optimization of framed structures) may seem to be mo
dest. However, the possibilities of those times should not 
be forgotten (poor computational technology, extremely 
restricted ties with foreign countries) as well as the fact 
that the practice and traditions of research on structural 
mechanics almost did not exist. The work was procee
ding step by step and every step was larger and steadier 
than the previous ones. 

After all it was not an easy matter for Lithuanian 
research results to win a larger recognition. A. Cyras as 
an experienced organiser, a skilled manager (though with 
no special managerial education) understood how impor
tant is the recognition by other scientists not only for the 
researchers themselves but also for their research envi
ronment, the investigation basis. At the very outset of 
the investigations into optimizational problems of struc
tural mechanics he gathered in 1969 in Vilnius, using 
his acquaintances (not numerous enough at that time), 
researchers from all the USSR who began to take some 
interest in the application of mathematical programming 
to the optimization of structures [243, 19]. In this way a 
foundation was laid for the situation that Vilnius city du
ring two decades became a defmite centre of this trend 
of investigations in the USSR. At the same time it has 
predetermined some help for the research and the oppor
tunities to get consultations of prominent scientists of 
mechanics and mathematicians in Russia, Ukraine and 
from time to time to go abroad (mostly to the countries 
of Eastern Europe, see Table 6). An obstacle for a wider 
recognition was also the fact that almost all research re
sults had to be published in issues in Russian which are 
not accessible to Western scientists up to now. 

Prof Aleksandras Cyras deeply felt the poetical be
auty of perfect mathematical expressions, mathematical
ly expressed statements (not without reason he had a mu
sical education and in his youth he was even head of 
popular music companies). Therefore he urged the dis
ciples to strive for a really harmonious expression of mat
hematical models and, having noticed an ingraceful for
mula, suspected them of the possibility of making mista
kes. Striving instinctively for the harmony of investiga
tions, he himself sometimes used to make mistakes. For 
instance, being engaged in the development of mathemati
cal models for a locking material he tried to regard an 
elastic locking material as a mirror reflection of elastic 
perfectly plastic material; such a point of view has not 
done harm to the analysis of monotonic loading impact, 
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but resulted in unreal statements concerning the case 
of variable loading (stresses cannot accumulate in a loc
king material in the same way as the strains do in a plastic 
material). 

Sometimes doubts arise as to the practical advanta
ges of the optimization problems formulated by structu
ral mechanics (because these problems loose touch with 
real design of structures). Because the criterion of opti
mality represents often the volume of structural elements, 
the object functions of the problems do not reflect other 
structure production expenditures and it not always ra
tional to manufacture such a minimal volume structure. 
Nevertheless, the optimizational investigations in struc
tural mechanics are developing and alongside the undoub
tedly valuable theoretical results (especially when the mat
hematical apparatus and computing technologies cons
tantly are improved) the results with a distinguished prac
tical sense appear. It is also important that the search for 
new solution algorithms of complex optimizational pro
blems (though extremely theoretized) often results in de
veloping more flexible methods for solving problems of 
analysis - problems of stresses and strains determina
tion. It is always a pressing problem for those who de
sign structures. 

Harmonious combination of mathematical program
ming and optimization theory together with fundamental 
principles of mechanics helped A. Cyras and his collea
gues to demonstrate the possibilities of research in con
temporary structural mechanics, to tie constant develop
ment of these possibilities. Aleksandras Cyras, with his 
purposeful research, with educating a large number of 
researchers and with higher technical education develop
ment in Vilnius, deserves a honourable place among Lit
huanian scientists. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix I. First scientific publications of A. Cyras 

No Publication 

I. On investigations of bar structures by means of optical method: Abstract of Doctoral thesis. 
Minsk: Polytechnical Institute of Belarus, 1954. 20 p. (in Russian). 

2. Electronical fotometer for optical evaluation of stresses. Proceedings of Kaunas Polytechnical 
Institute, Vol 3, 1955, p. 93-99. Co-authors: Nesukaitis V., Grinbergas E. (in Lithuanian). 

3. Application offotometer for stress evaluation. Equipment and stands, No 7, Academy of 
sciences of the USSR, 1955, p. 12-14. Co-author: Nesukaitis V. (in Russian). 

4. Design of bar structures applying optical method. Polarization-optical method for stress 
evaluation. Moscow, 1956, p. 84-95 (in Russian). 

5. Multi storey frame design by means of finite difference method. Proceedings of Kaunas 
Polytechnical Institute, Vo/6, 1957, p. 3-7 (in Lithuanian). 

6. Some Flaman problem solution cases. Proceedings of Kaunas Po/ytechnical Institute, Vol 9, 
1958, p. 49-53 (in Lithuanian). 

Appendix 2. Chronology of Vilnius scientists engaged into structural mechanics research (1956-1992) 

First Doctoral, First Doctoral, 
No Scientist publi- Habilitation No Scientist publi- Habilitation 

cation theses cation theses 

I. Aleksandras Cyras 1956 1954, 1965 25. Alfonsas Kuzmickas 1974 1975 
2. Daumantas Maciulevicius 1964 1956, 1969 26. Kctstutis Vislavicius 1974 1977 
3. Henrikas Gylys 1965 1968 27. Rimantas Belevicius 1977 1986, 1994 
4. Romualdas Baronas 1965 1968 28. Davidas Diankarasvilis 1977 1978 
5. Vidmantas Zakarevicius 1966 1967 29. Stanislav Stupak 1977 1978 
6. Algirdas Cizas 1966 1967, 1974 30. Saulius Kaminskas 1979 1982 
7. Adomas Borkauskas 1967 1969, 1978 31. Rimantas Kacianauskas 1979 1982, 1996 
8. Adolfas Seputis 1968 1970 32. Jolanta Sinkeviciiite 1979 
9. Antanas Krutinis 1968 1971 33. Valentinas Skariauskas 1979 1982 
10. Leonas Lindisas 1968 1973 34. Marijonas Suksta 1979 1982 
II. Juozas NageviCius 1968 1971 35. Liudvikas Rimkus 1981 1984 
12. Petras Baublys 1969 1971 36. Lionginas Ciupaila 1982 1984 
13. Rimantas Vebra 1969 37. Ariinas Komka 1982 1990 
14. Algirdas Ciucelis 1970 1973 38. Alfonsas Daniiinas 1984 1985 
15. Romanas Karkauskas 1970 1972 39. Algirdas Sokas 1985 1986 
16. Juozas Atkociiinas 1970 1973, 1996 40. Nerijus Zukas 1986 1986 
17. Petras Baradokas 1971 1971 41. Jurgis Medzvieckas 1986 1989 
18. Mindaugas Leonavicius 1972 1977,2000 42. Romualdas Bausys 1987 1989,2000 
19. Stanislovas Kalanta 1972 1974 43. Ariinas Komka 1988 1990 
20. Bronislavas Mazuolis 1972 1974 44. Rasa Kazakeviciiite 1989 1990 
21. Petras Valiukonis 1972 45. Arnoldas Norkus 1989 1990 
22. Petras Cyras 1973 1974 46. Remigijus Kutas 1990 1992 
23. Viktoras Dulman 1973 1975 47. Saulius Valentinavicius 1991 1992 
24. Vidutis Kamaitis 1973 1975 
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Appendix 3. Doctoral theses in structural mechanics ( 1954-1992) 

The upper index marks the Doctoral thesis' supervisor: 1
- V. Klimavicius, 2

- A. Cyras, 3 - A. Cizas, 4 - A. Kudzys, 5
- A. Borkauskas. 

No Author Doctoral thesis Date 

I. A. Cyras Research of building bar structures by optical method 1954 

2. J. Zukas 1 Design of plates on deformable basement by optical-polarization method 1962 

3. A. CiZa.s2 Application of mathematical programming methods to analysis of elastoplastic beams and frames 1967 
with regards to deformation restrictions 

4. V. Zakarevicius2 Application of programming methods for calculations of elastic- plastic crossing beams structures 1967 

5. J. Barauskas Research of stress-strain field in tapes and circular plates on soil base 1968 

6. H. Gylys2 About experimental research of elastoplastic bar systems 1968 

7. R. Baronas2 Linear programming methods to analysis of displacements of elastoplastic bar systems 1968 

8. A. Borkauskas2 Dual principles of limit equilibrium theory and their application in plates design 1969 

9. A. Krutinisl. 3 Design of elastoplastic structures on deformable ground for mathematical programming 1971 

10. P. Baublys1 Optimization problems of elastic buckling systems 1971 

II. J. Nagevicius2 Design of elastic-plastic cylindrical shells by using linear programming 1971 

12. R. Karkauskas2 The rigid-plastic spherical shell design under mathematic programming 1972 

13. J. Atkociunas2 Mathematical programming methods in optimization of elastic-plastic bodies under variable 1973 
repeated loading 

14. A. Senuta 1 Design of circular plates on elastic basement 1973 

15. L. Lindisas2 Design of elastoplastic trusses taking into account element stability by means of mathematical 1973 
programming methods 

16. V. Virsilas4 A cracking and strength conditions inclined cross-section investigation of prestressed variable height 1973 
reinforced concrete elements 

17. S. Kalanta 2 Design problems of nonlinear rigid-plastic cylindrical shells 1974 

18. B. Mafuolis2 Analysis of the rigid plastic plates tasks by applying mathematical programming 1974 

19. P. Cyras5 Some plain deformation problems of plastical rigid (locking) body 1974 

20. V. Kamaitis3 Analysis and optimization of elastoplastic structures 1975 

21. V. Dulman2 Application of mathematical programming methods in optimization problems of rigid creap systems 1975 

22. J. Zekevicius4 I type cross-section variable height reinforced concrete bendable elements behavior investigation 1975 

23. K. Vislavicius2 Optimization of discreet elastic-plastic structure ander moveable loading 1977 

24. M. Leonavicius2 Investigation of the low cycle fracture in threaded joints 1977 

25. S. Stupak3 Analysis and optimization ofreal cross-sections bendable structures taking into account distribution 1978 
of plastic strains 

26. D. D jankarash vili3 Investigation of prestressed cable structures with regard to material plasticity and geometric 1978 
nonlinearity 

27. R. Kacianauskas2 Yield Criterion of Finite Element and it's Application to Limit Analysis and Optimization of Shells 1982 

28. V. SkarZa.uskas2 Analysis and optimization problems of the elastoplastic arches under various load 1982 

29. M. SukSta3 The design and optimization ofreal cross-section bending structures made of straight hardening 1982 
material in the case of alternate variable load 

30. A. Krenevicius3 Low cycle fatigue of the threaded joints under high temperatures 1983 

31. L. Rimkus2 Evaluation of stress and strain field of elastic-plastic bar structures effected by repeated variable 1984 
temperature 

32. L. Ciupaila2 Evaluation of stress and strain field of elastic-plastic bar structures 1984 

33. A. Sokas2 Determination of the stress-strain field of ideal elastic-plastic spherical shells under nonsymmetrical 1985 
loading untill complete plastic failure 

34. A. Daniunas2 Analysis of elastoplastic plates stress-strain field till plastical failure 1985 

35. N. Zukas2 Design of closed round cylindrical shells till plastical destruction 1986 

36. R. Bausys2 Optimization of elastic-plastic bar systems under displacement constraints 1989 

37. J. Medzvieckas3 Influence of support pliability on serviceability and optimization of framed structures 1989 

38. A. Komka3 Analysis and optimization of framed structures with tubular composite members 1990 

39. R. Kazakeviciute 2 Linearly hardening solid plane problem mathematical models by means offmite elements 1990 

40. A. Norkus2 Design of elastic-plastic bar structures under determinated and random load combinations 1990 

41. S Valentinavicius2 Calculation of double curved shells till plastical destruction 1992 
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Appendix 4. The beginnings of A Cyras' publications on optimization (1963-1967) 

No Publication Date 

I. Design of staticaly indeterminate elastoplastic beams by linear programming methods. Statyba ir 1963 
architektiira, Vo/3, No 2, Vilnius, 1963, p. 5-21 (in Lithuanian). 

2. Application of linear programming methods for design of staticaly indeterminate structures. Statyba ir 1963 
architektiira, Vol3, No 4, Vilnius, 1963, p. 16-17 (in Lithuanian). 

3. Application of linear programming methods for design of staticaly indeterminate structures. Stroitelstvo i 1963 
arkhitektura, 1963, No 6, p. 13-15 (in Russian). 

4. Design of staticaly indeterminate elastoplastic beams by linear programming methods. Statyba ir 1963 
architektiira, Vol3, No 2, Vilnius, 1963, p. 5-21 (in Lithuanian). 

5. Elastoplastic frame design by of linear programming methods. Statyba ir architektiira, Vol 4, Vilnius, 1964, 1964 
p. 137-144 (in Lithuanian). 

6. Design of minimal weight frame under variable-repeated loading. Stroitelnaja mekhanika i raschet 
sooruzhenij, 1965, No 6, p. 14--17 (in Russian). 

7. Some application methods of mathematical programming in structural mechanics problems. News of 1965 
Academy of Sciences USSR, Technical cybernetics, 1965, No 11, p. 111-13 (in Russian). 

8. Design of frame structures using data of optical method. Polarization-optical method of stresses research, 1965 
Academy of sciences ofthe USSR, Moscow, 1965, p. 59--65 (in Russian). 

9. Stochastic problems of elastoplastic one-dimensional systems design and their solution methods. Materials 1965 
of conference about application of reliability theory methods in structural mechanics (Moscow, 5-7 Oct., 1965), 
Moscow, 1965, p. 18. Co-author: Seputis A. (in Russian). 

10. Dual problems of direct and verificational elastoplastic bar design. Civil engineering and architecture of 1966 
Uzbekistan, 1966, No 12, p. 14--43 (in Russian). 

11. Application of linear programming methods in elasto-plastic beams and frames design and their realization 1967 
by PC. PC in structural mechanics: Proceedings of meeting (Leningrad, 10-14 Dec., 1966), Leningrad-
Moscow, 1967, p. 207-215 (in Russian). 

12. On the rational approach to the problems of elastoplastic design of one-dimensional systems. Lith. Proc. in 1967 
Mech., 1967, No 1, Vilnius, p. 29-33. Co-author: Cizas A. (in Russian). 

13. The elastic-plastic analysis of plates by linear programming. Lith. Proc. in Mech., 1967, No 1, Vilnius: Mintis, 1967 
p. 34--60. Co-author: Borkauskas A. (in Russian). 

14. Dual problems in deformation analysis of elastic-plastic one-dimensional systems. Lith. Proc. in Mech., 1967 
1967, No 1, Vilnius, p. 61-75. Co-author: Baronas R. (in Russian). 

15. Dual problems in deformation analysis of elastic-plastic one-dimensional systems. Lith. Proc. in Mech., 1968 
1968, No 1(2), Vilnius, p. 100--11 I. Co-author Baronas R. (in Russian). 

16. Kinematic formulation of the elastic-plastic design considering limited deformations. Lith. Proc. in Mech., 1967 
No 1, Vilnius, 1967, p. 76-87. Co-author: CiZas A. (in Russian). 

17. Analysis of an elastic-plastic structural design considering limited deformations. Lith. Proc. in Mech., 1967, 1967 
No 1, Vilnius, p. 102-114. Co-author: Cizas A. (in Russian). 

18. Formulation of optimal elastoplastic crossing beams systems under single load design problems. Statyba ir 1967 
architektiira, Vol2, 1967, p. I 09-120. Co-author: Zakarevicius V (in Lithuanian). 

19. Dual formulation of elasto-plastic beams and frames design problems taking into account limit 1967 
deformations. Proceedings of 4th conference of strength and plasticity (Moscow, 1-4 Feb., 1967), Moscow, 
1967, p. 140. Co-auhor: Ciias A. (in Russian). 
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Appendix 5. Some structural mechanics research reports under A. Cyras' supervision (in Russian) (1968-1987) 

No Research report Date 

I. V. Zakarevicius, J. Barauskas, R. Karkauskas. Design of elastoplastic systems formed from crossing beams. 1968 
Vilnius, 1968. 212 p. 

2. A. Borkauskas, R. Karkauskas, J. Barauskas, J. Nagevicius a.o. Design ofelastoplastic structures by 1971 
mathematical programming. Part. I. General theory of limit equilibrium optimal structural design. Vilnius, 
1971. 107 p. 

3. R. Karkauskas. Design of rigid plastical shallow spherical shells by mathematical programming. Vilnius, 1971 
1971. 237 p. 

4. R. Karkauskas, R. Baronas, J. Nagevicius. Design ofelastoplastic structures by mathematical programming. 1972 
Part. 2. Design of shallow spherical shells. Vilnius, 1972. 300 p. 

5. R. Karkauskas, S. Kalanta, J. NageviCius a.o. Design of elastoplastic structures by mathematical 1973 
programming. Part. 3. Design of plane cylindrical shells. Vilnius, 1973. 203 p. 

6. J. Atkociiinas, S. Kalanta, R. Karkauskas a.o. Design of elastoplastic structures subjected to variable 1974 
repeated loading. Part. I. General design theory of elastoplastic structures affected repeated loading. Design 
of optimal frame structures and rectangular plates. Vilnius, 1974.217 p. 

7. J. Atkociiinas, S. Kalanta, R. Karkauskas a.o. Design of elastoplastic structures subjected to variable 1975 
repeated loading. Part. 2. Design of circular plates and shallow shells of revolution applying fmite element 
and finite differences methods. Vilnius, 1975. 217 p. 

8. R. Karkauskas, B. Mazuolis, J. Nagevicius. Design of rigid-plastic shells. Vilnius, 1975. 134 p. 1975 

9. R. Karkauskas, J .Atkociiinas a.o. Design of optimal elastoplastic rectangular shallow double curvature shells 1976 
with various boundary conditions. Part. I. General statements of rectangular shallow double curvature shells 
subjected to by simple and variable repeated loading. Vilnius, 1976. 161 p. 

10. R. Karkauskas, J. Atkociilnas a.o. Design of optimal elastoplastic rectangular shallow double curvature 1977 
shells with various boundary conditions. Part. 2. Design of double curvature shells subjected to simple 
loading. Vilnius, 1977. 169 p. 

11. R. Karkauskas, S. Kalanta, V. Dulman a.o. Design of optimal elastoplastic rectangular shallow double 1978 
curvature shells with various boundary conditions. Part. 3. Design of elastoplastic double curvature shells 
subjected to variable repeated loading. Vilnius, 1978. 107 p. 

12. S.Kalanta, R.Kacianauskas, A.Daniunas, R.Karkauskas. Elastoplastic plates and shells design algorithms and 1980 
programs by means of finite element method. Vilnius, 1980. 250 p. 

13. R. Karkauskas, J.Atkociiinas, S.Kalanta. Elaboration of elastoplastic structural design algorithms and 1982 
programs by means of finite element method. Vilnius, 1982. 208 p. 

14. R. Karkauskas, J .Atkociiinas, S.Kalanta a.o. Elaboration of structural design, evaluating plastic deformations 1985 
and various types of loads, algorithms, PC programs and recommendations for extended applications in 
civil engineering. Vilnius, 1985. 189 p. 

15. J. Atkociiinas, R. Karkauskas a.o. Elaboration of design recommendations for elastoplastic plate, subjected 1987 
constant and variable repeated loading. Vilnius, 1987. 139 p. D
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